The inherent time-varying nature of dynamics in chemical processes often limits the lifetime performance of model-based control systems, as the plant and disturbance dynamics change over time. A critical step in the maintenance of model-based controllers is distinguishing control-relevant plant changes from variations in disturbance characteristics. In this paper, prediction error identification is used to evaluate a hypothesis test that detects if the performance drop arises from controlrelevant plant changes. The decision rule is assessed by verifying whether an identified model of the true plant lies outside the set of all plant models that lead to adequate closed-loop performance. A unified experiment design framework is presented in the least costly context (i.e., least intrusion of nominal plant operation) to address the problem of input signal design for performance diagnosis and plant re-identification when the performance drop is due to plant changes. The application of the presented performance diagnosis approach to a (nonlinear) chemical reactor demonstrates the effectiveness of the approach in detecting the cause of an observed closed-loop performance drop based on the designed least costly diagnosis experiment.
Introduction
In most industrial process control applications, the inherent (gradual) time-varying nature of the plant dynamics diminishes the lifetime performance of model-based control systems (see MacGregor & Cinar, 2012; Qin, 2012; Yin, Ding, Haghani, Hao, & Zhang, 2012; Shardt et al., 2012 for recent reviews on performance monitoring and diagnosis). Changes in the plant dynamics over time increase the plant-model mismatch, which may eventually invalidate the model identified at the commissioning stage of a model-based control system. In these circumstances, the common approach to restore the initial closed-loop performance level is to re-identify the plant dynamics in order to redesign the controller. However, re-identification of the plant dynamics often entails a high economic cost and, therefore, should be performed only when it is absolutely necessary (i.e., when the performance drop has been caused by a control-relevant plant change). In real practice, however, the closed-loop performance degradation mostly results from variations in disturbance characteristics or sensor and actuator failures. Hence, to avoid the excessive economic cost of the controller maintenance, a performance diagnosis step should be performed when a closed-loop performance drop is observed. The performance diagnosis should verify whether the performance degradation is due to a control-relevant plant change or due to variations in disturbance characteristics. * Corresponding author. Email: mesbah@berkeley.edu This paper presents a generic approach for the closed-loop performance diagnosis of model-based control systems. Figure 1 illustrates the notion of the proposed approach for performance diagnosis and plant re-identification. The performance of the closed-loop system is continuously monitored, e.g., by estimating the input/output variances and verifying whether the predetermined performance requirements are satisfied (see Huang & Shah, 1999) . Once the performance monitoring algorithm detects a closed-loop performance drop, the performance diagnosis approach is launched to detect the cause of the degraded performance. As in most performance diagnosis approaches (Basseville, 1998; Benveniste, Basseville, & Moustakides, 1987; Gustafsson & Graebe, 1998) , the diagnosis problem is formulated as a hypothesis test, which provides a statistical framework for making decisions between contradictory hypotheses (Kay, 1998) . The to-bedistinguished hypotheses are (1) the performance drop is only due to variations in disturbance characteristics (hypothesis H 0 ), and (2) the performance drop is due to a control-relevant plant change 1 (and possibly also due to variations in disturbance characteristics) (hypothesis H 1 ). Note that when the hypothesis H 0 holds, the plant can be different from that observed at commissioning, but the plant change does not lead to a performance drop. As shown in Figure 1 , if the performance drop is due to variations in disturbance characteristics (H 0 the plant dynamics need not be re-identified and the closedloop performance can be restored, e.g., by retuning the controller. On the other hand, if the performance drop is due to a control-relevant plant change (H 1 is the correct hypothesis), the plant dynamics should be re-identified to redesign the controller.
The presented performance diagnosis approach does not depend on any a-priori assumptions on the possible plant and/or disturbance changes that may occur in the course of plant operation. This makes the performance diagnosis approach different from the set-based approaches (Olaru, De Doná, & Seron, 2008; Seron & De Doná, 2010) , which can be used, for example, to detect sensor and actuator failures. In addition, as opposed to the more classical fault detection approaches (Basseville, 1998; Basseville & Benveniste, 1983; Benveniste et al., 1987; Huang & Tamayo, 2000; Jiang, Huang, & Shah, 2009) , the diagnosis objective in this paper is not to detect any plant changes, but only those changes that lead to the closed-loop performance degradation (i.e., control-relevant changes). As in Gustafsson and Graebe (1998) , Tyler and Morari (1996) , the presented diagnosis approach is based on cheap identification of the true system with an economic cost much smaller than that when full re-identification should be performed for performance restoration. The advantage of using an identification approach as the basis for the diagnosis step is that the data collected for performance diagnosis can be readily used for the (eventual) full re-identification step, allowing for reducing the cost of the re-identification step. Like in Gustafsson and Graebe (1998) , Tyler and Morari (1996) , the presented approach relies on defining a set of all plant dynamics that result in a satisfactory closed-loop performance (with the existing controller under the original disturbance level) in order to examine the decision rule of the hypothesis test. This paper also presents an optimal experiment design framework to design the diagnosis experiment in a least costly manner (see Bombois, Scorletti, Gevers, Van den Hof, & Hildebrand, 2006 for the notion of least costly identification). The experiment design problem is intended to minimize the cost of the diagnosis experiment, while guaranteeing a prespecified accuracy for the diagnosis. This allows for ensuring an optimal tradeoff between the contradictory objectives of obtaining an accurate diagnosis and of obtaining a cheap diagnosis experiment. To enable using the data collected during the diagnosis experiment for plant re-identification when H 1 is the true hypothesis (see Figure 1 ), the experiment design framework also entails designing the possible re-identification experiment. The diagnosis and re-identification experiments are designed such that the re-identified model is accurate enough for redesigning the controller when H 1 is selected in the decision rule. This implies that performance diagnosis and controller redesign can be unified in one framework, with the objective to reduce the overall cost of the maintenance of model-based controllers. Such a unified framework is an important step towards a cost-effective maintenance procedure for modelbased controllers. This paper illustrates that the concept of least costly identification (Bombois et al., 2006 ) is a general paradigm that is not limited only to generating cheap and informative data for identification of an appropriate model for controller design, but can also be extended to performance diagnosis.
In this paper, the closed-loop performance diagnosis approach and the proposed decision rule are presented for linear time-invariant systems with disturbances described by a zero-mean stochastic process in the H ∞ -control setting 2 (Section 2). The post-performance diagnosis steps to restore the degraded closed-loop performance are thoroughly discussed. After formulating the unified optimal experiment design framework for performance diagnosis and possible plant re-identification (Section 3), a so-called two-scenario approach is presented to obtain initial model estimates that are required for solving the experiment design problem. The practical considerations pertaining to implementation of the proposed performance diagnosis approach are discussed (Section 4), and the effectiveness of the presented approach is demonstrated using a (nonlinear) CSTR case study (Section 5).
Closed-loop performance diagnosis

Hypothesis testing framework
Consider a stable linear time-invariant (LTI) single-input single-output system described by
where y(t) ∈ R is the system output, u(t) ∈ R is the system input, θ 0 ∈ R k is the unknown true parameter vector, e(t) is a white noise signal with a covariance matrix σ 2 e , G(z, θ 0 ) and H(z, θ 0 ) are stable discrete-time transfer functions. H(z, θ 0 ) is assumed to be monic and minimum-phase (Ljung, 1999) . z denotes the shift operator.
Consider the closed-loop system in Figure 2 made up of the true system (1) and the controller C(θ com ), which is designed based on a model {G(z, θ com ), H (z, θ com ),σ 2 e,com } of the true system (1) identified at the commissioning stage of the controller. In Figure 2 , the excitation signal r(t) is set to zero. At commissioning, the controller C(θ com ) is designed to adequately reject the disturbance v(t) (i.e., variances of the input and output signals should be reasonably small).
The H ∞ -control framework (e.g., see Zames, 1981; Zhou & Doyle, 1998 ) is used to measure the ability of the closed-loop system in rejecting the disturbances v(t) = H 0 (z)e(t) at commissioning. For a stable closed-loop system [C G], made up of a plant G and a controller C, the performance measure is defined as . This enables relating the disturbance v(t) to the plant inputs and outputs, respectively. The weights are chosen such that the loop [C(θ com ) G 0 ] (which satisfies J(G 0 , C(θ com ), W l , W r ) ≤ 1) rejects satisfactorily the disturbance v(t) at commissioning. Next, the sets D adm (C(θ com )) and V J (C(θ com )) are defined to formulate the closed-loop performance diagnosis approach. Definitions 1 and 2 suggest that the closed-loop performance of a loop [C(θ com ) G] is satisfactory only when G ∈ D adm (C(θ com )) and v ∈ V J (C(θ com )). At commissioning, the controller C(θ com ) is designed such that G 0 ∈ D adm (C(θ com )) and v ∈ V J (C(θ com )). However, the plant dynamics G 0 or the disturbance spectrum v or most likely both plant dynamics and disturbance spectrum may change over time, possibly leading to the closed-loop performance deterioration. In the event of an observed performance drop (increased input/output variances), one of the following scenarios holds.
(1) Even though G 0 might have changed, it remains in D adm (C(θ com )) while the disturbance spectrum no longer lies in V J (C(θ com )). This implies that the performance drop is due to the changes in disturbance characteristics. (2) G 0 has moved outside D adm (C(θ com )), suggesting that the changes in the plant dynamics G 0 have contributed to the performance drop (irrespective of the changes in the disturbance spectrum v ).
Hence, using the performance set D adm , the hypothesis test pertaining to the closed-loop performance diagnosis problem can be formulated as
Equation (4) indicates that the observed performance drop is due to changes in disturbance spectrum when hypothesis H 0 is true, and due to control-relevant plant changes (and possibly changes in disturbance characteristics) when H 1 is true.
Remark 1:
When H 0 is the correct hypothesis, G 0 may not be the same as the plant dynamics at commissioning. The hypothesis test (4) indicates that the changes in G 0 (if there are any) do not lead to a performance drop. When H 1 is the correct hypothesis, the disturbance spectrum may have also moved outside V J (C(θ com )). In this case, another hypothesis test can be performed in a similar manner as above to distinguish between v ∈ V J (C(θ com )) and v ∈ V J (C(θ com )).
Decision rule
To discriminate between the two hypotheses stated in (4), the unknown true plant G 0 is identified in the closed-loop operation with the existing controller C(θ com ). The signal r(t) = r det (t) (which is zero during the routine operation) is used to excite the closed-loop system for (t = 0, . . . , Figure 2 ). It is assumed that a full-order model parametrisation {G(z, θ ), H(z, θ )} can be constructed such that θ 0 in (1) is the only value of the parameter vector for which {G(z, θ ), H(z, θ )} represents the true plant. The parameter vector in this model structure is then identified based on {u(t), y(t) | t = 0, . . . , N − 1} det using the following criterion (Ljung, 1999) 
with
whereθ det N denotes the parameter vector obtained using the set {u(t), y(t)} det collected for performance diagnosis. The
where S 0 is the sensitivity function of the closed-loop system. This procedure gives a modelĜ (Ljung, 1999) 
whereĒ denotes the expected value. The covariance matrix can be estimated usingθ det N and {u(t), y(t)} det . The inverse of the covariance matrix (P −1 θ det N ) can be expressed as
where
,
, and
. Equation (10) (1) and is an affine function of the spectrum r, det of r det (t). The latter property will enable us to determine an optimal spectrum r, det for the diagnosis experiment.
Once a modelĜ det N of the true plant is obtained, it can be used to choose between hypotheses H 0 and H 1 (see (4)). The following decision rule is proposed to perform the hypothesis test
Equation (11) indicates that H 0 is chosen as the correct hypothesis whenĜ det N is inside D adm (C(θ com )), whereas H 1 is the correct hypothesis ifĜ
The decision rule (11) may lead to erroneous decisions sinceĜ det N is an estimate of the true plant G 0 . Figure 3 illustrates the possibilities of making an erroneous decision. The null hypothesis H 0 may be chosen erroneously whenĜ
. This is in effect a wrong decision since the performance drop is not due to variations in disturbance characteristics, but due to changes in the plant dynamics. Conversely, the choice of the alternative hypothesis H 1 is erroneous when G 0 ∈ D adm (C(θ com )).
In hypothesis testing, the accuracy of the decision rule is determined by two probabilities -the probability P r H 0 of deciding H 0 when H 0 is true and the probability P r H 1 of deciding H 1 when H 1 is true
The probability P r H 1 is called detection rate, whereas the probability 1 − P r H 0 is called false alarm rate (Kay, 1998) . Clearly, both probabilities P r H 0 and P r H 1 should be high for the hypothesis test to be accurate. The probabilities depend not only on the (unknown) true plant dynamics G 0 when the diagnosis experiment is performed 3 , but also on the accuracy of the identified modelĜ det N . A diagnosis experiment leading to a modelĜ det N very close to G 0 will increase both probabilities. In Section 3, the diagnosis experiment will be designed optimally to guarantee prespecified values for both probabilities P r H 0 and P r H 1 . Next, the actions that can be performed after performance diagnosis to restore the closed-loop performance are discussed.
After performance diagnosis
When an observed performance drop is due to variations in disturbance characteristics (H 0 is the correct hypothesis), it can be decided to let the controller be the same (as disturbance changes are often temporary) or to restore the closed-loop performance by retuning the controller using the knowledge of the new disturbance characteristicsĤ det N identified along withĜ det N . On the contrary, when an observed performance drop is due to a control-relevant plant change (H 1 is chosen in (11)), the controller should be redesigned based on a model of the new plant dynamics G 0 to restore the closed-loop performance to its nominal level. As the model {Ĝ det N ,Ĥ det N } may not be sufficiently accurate for redesigning the controller, the diagnosis step is typically followed by another identification step when H 1 is the true hypothesis. In this case, a new excitation signal r id (t) is designed and applied to the closed-loop system to collect the data-set {u(t), y(t) | t = 0, . . . , N − 1} id 4 . Since the proposed performance diagnosis approach relies on system identification, a link is established between the diagnosis step and the plant re-identification step. This can be done by identifying the model {Ĝ 
where (t, θ ) is computed using {u(t), y(t)} id . The covariance matrix ofθ id N is given by
with I(., .) defined as in (10). Using both data-sets to identifyθ id N will enable us to increase the accuracy ofθ id N with respect to the situation where only {u(t),
is an affine function of both r, id and r, det (the spectra of the excitation signals r id and r det ). Next, a unified experiment design framework is presented for designing the diagnosis and re-identification experiments where requirements on the diagnosis accuracy are considered along with the requirement on accuracy of the to-be-re-identified modelĜ id N (z).
Experiment design framework
This section formulates the optimal experiment design problem for performance diagnosis and possible plant reidentification. The costs associated with performance diagnosis and plant re-identification experiments are first established. The prespecified level of accuracy of the performance diagnosis outcome and the desired accuracy of the to-be-re-identified model (when H 1 is chosen) are stated in terms of constraints. A so-called two-scenario approach is then presented to obtain initial model estimates that are required for solving the experiment design problem.
Cost of the diagnosis and re-identification experiments
The objective of the experiment design is to design the spectra r, det and r, id 5 of the excitation signals r det (t) and r id (t). The spectra should be designed such that the total economic cost of performance diagnosis and (possible) plant re-identification is minimised, while guaranteeing the accuracy of performance diagnosis and, if H 1 is true, the accuracy of the to-be-re-identified modelĜ id N (z). Let us first define the cost of an experiment. Suppose that an experiment of fixed length is performed in the loop [C(θ com ) G 0 ] (see Figure 2 ) using an excitation signal r(t) with spectrum r . As in Bombois et al. (2006) , the experiment cost is defined as a linear combination of the power of the perturbation signals y r (t) and u r (t) induced by the signal r(t) (see (7) and (8))
where β y and β u are user specified scalars. The total economic cost of performance diagnosis and (possible) plant re-identification depends on the outcome of the hypothesis test (11). When H 0 is true, the cost will only be equal to the cost of the diagnosis experiment (J ( r,det , θ 0 ) ). When H 1 is true, the cost will be equal to the sum of the costs of both diagnosis and re-identification experiments (J ( r,det , θ 0 ) + J ( r,id , θ 0 )). However, since the cause of an observed performance drop is not known a priori, the experiment design should be performed considering that both hypotheses can be true. In addition, the experiment cost in both cases of H 0 and H 1 depends on the unknown true system parametrised by θ 0 . To address this problem, a so-called two-scenario approach is proposed (see Section 3.3). The two-scenario approach will deliver an a-priori estimate θ init 0,H 0 of θ 0 for the case when H 0 is true and an a-priori estimate θ init 0,H 1 of θ 0 for the case when H 1 is true. These two estimates can then be used to evaluate the costs of the experiments.
Another important consideration related to the existence of two hypotheses is to determine which cost should be minimised in the optimal experiment design. In this paper, the weighted cost J ( r,det , θ ) (corresponding to H 0 ) to be smaller than a user specified threshold β, (i.e., J ( r,det , θ init 0,H 0 ) < β); λ denotes some prespecified weight. The threshold β should be chosen such that it is (much) smaller than the cost of plant re-identification. Next, the quality objectives for the experiment design are described.
Quality objectives for optimal experiment design
The diagnosis experiment influences the accuracy of the decision rule (11) through affecting the uncertainty ofĜ det N . The model uncertainty can be described by the covariance matrix Pθdet N (see (9)), which is a function of spectrum r, det used during the diagnosis experiment. Hence, the accuracy of performance diagnosis can be stated in terms of constraining P r H 0 and P r H 1 to be higher than some user specified probabilities α 0 and α 1
Due to the dependence of the above constraints on the unknown true plant, the a-priori estimates θ init 0,H 0 and θ init 0,H 1 (determined using the two-scenario approach) are required to evaluate (15). In addition to constraints (15), another constraint is required to guarantee the accuracy of the to-be-re-identified modelĜ , which is a function of r, det and r, id . Note that the re-identification constraint depends on the true plant knowledge, which will be approximated by the estimate θ init 0,H 1 of θ 0 obtained from the two-scenario approach.
Two-scenario approach
It follows from the previous sections that the optimal experiment design depends on the (unknown) plant dynamics (1). In the event of a performance drop, the model {G(z, θ com ), H(z, θ com )} obtained at commissioning is no longer (fully) valid. The diagnosis experiment design is further compounded by the fact that it is not known a priori whether the performance drop is due to changes in disturbance characteristics (H 0 is true) or due to plant changes (H 1 is true). Hence, the experiment design for performance diagnosis should be performed considering both possible hypotheses. The following hypothetical scenarios are considered to estimate the plant dynamics when H 0 and H 1 are true.
(1) Scenario 1. If H 0 is true, the performance drop is only due to changes in disturbance characteristics, while the plant dynamics remain the same as that at commissioning. Hence, an adequate model for G 0 is G(z, θ com ), and an estimate for H 0 is identified from routine operating data. (2) Scenario 2. If H 1 is true, the performance drop is only due to changes in the plant dynamics, while the disturbance characteristics are the same as those at commissioning. Hence, an adequate model for H 0 is H(z, θ com ), and an estimate for G 0 is identified from routine operating data.
The above scenarios allow for determining the estimates θ 
These properties follow directly from the definition of Scenarios 1 and 2. Note that (17) can only be guaranteed asymptotically.
Formulation of the optimal experiment design problem
The optimal experiment design problem is formulated using the a-priori estimates θ 
under the constraints
and a constraint for guaranteeing the accuracy of the to-bere-identified model, for which θ init 0,H 1 is used as an estimate of the true plant (see (25) , r,det ) −1 , respectively. To determine the optimal spectrum r, det , the constraints (20) and (21) are reformulated using a confidence region U that can be constructed based on the normal distribution ofθ
and X is a real constant such that P r χ 2 (k) < X (α) = α. χ 2 (k) is a chi-square distributed random variable with k degrees of freedom (i.e., the number of parameters of G(z, θ )).
Following Jansson and Hjalmarsson (2005) , sufficient conditions for the constraints (20) and (21) are (23) and (24) directly follow from the constraints (20) and (21) when the confidence region U containsθ det N with a probability α 0 and α 1 , respectively. Tighter conditions for constraints (20) and (21) can also be obtained (see Katselis, Rojas, Hjalmarsson, & Bengtsson, 2012 for the finite sample case), but the conditions (23) and (24) are used in this paper.
The constraint on the accuracy ofθ id N is fulfilled if , I id , α id ) contains the true parameter vector θ 0 with a probability α id . Equation (25) 
Solution of the experiment design problem
To solve the experiment design problem, the power spectra r, det and r, id are parameterised as
where m is a positive integer 7 . The sequences R r, det (i) and R r, id (i) (i = 0. . .m) are the decision variables of the experiment design problem. An LMI constraint should be defined in terms of the sequences R r, det (i) and R r, id (i) to ensure the positivity of r, det and r, id (see Bombois et al., 2006) . The objective function (18) is a linear function of r, det and r, id and, consequently, the decision variables R r, det (i) and R r, id (i) (i = 0. . .m). The same holds for the constraint (19).
Using (3), the constraints (23) and (25) are equivalent to the following frequency-dependent constraints that should hold at each frequency ω ∈ [0 π ]
Note that instead of griding the frequency axis, the KalmanYakubovich-Popov lemma can be used to obtain a frequency independent LMI (Jansson & Hjalmarsson, 2005) .
The interval [0 π ] is discretised to obtain a frequency grid and, consequently, a finite number of constraints. The constraints (27) and (28) can be formulated as LMI constraints in the decision variables R r, det (i) and R r, id (i) (i = 0. . .m). This follows from the fact that (27) and (28) can be transformed into LMI constraints in the variables I 0 and I id , respectively, and that the covariance matrices are affine functions of r, det and r, id (Bombois et al., 2006) . On the other hand, the constraint (24) is satisfied if for any given frequency ω *
where the frequency ω * can be chosen as
The constraint (29) is transformed into an LMI constraint in the variables I 1 (see Appendix 1) and, consequently, in the decision variables R r, det (i) (i = 0. . .m)). It follows from above that if r, det and r, id are parameterised as in (26), the optimal experiment design problem presented in Section 3.4 can be stated as an LMI optimisation problem min r,det , r,id
Remark 2: Instead of choosing ω * as in (30), the optimisation problem (31) can be solved for different values of ω * . The optimal spectra are those corresponding to the frequencies ω * that result in the smallest objective function.
Performance diagnosis and plant re-identification
in practice Before illustrating the experiment design procedure with a simulation case study, this section discusses how the results of the experiment design will be implemented in practice. The outcomes of the experiment design are the optimal spectra r, det and r, id . When the latter spectra are computed, the performance diagnosis experiment is performed by applying the signal r det with spectrum r, det to the closed-loop system [C(θ com ) G 0 ]. Based on the collected data, a modelĜ det N of G 0 is identified and, subsequently, it is verified whetherĜ det N lies in D adm (C(θ com )) (see the decision rule (11)). IfĜ det N ∈ D adm (C(θ com )), plant re-identification should be performed. An excitation signal with spectrum r, id (determined together with r, det ) can be used for plant re-identification. Alternatively, the spectrum r, id can be redesigned usingθ det N as an estimate for the true system (instead of using θ init 0,H 1 ). Clearly, the estimateθ det N provides a more accurate description of the true system, since it has been identified using an external excitation signal.
Note that the optimal performance diagnosis experiment is designed to guarantee a prespecified diagnosis accuracy (P r H 0 > α 0 and P r H 1 > α 1 ). Since the choice of H 1 would necessitate plant re-identification with high accuracy (which typically incur high economic cost), the decision rule (11) can be modified slightly to reduce the false alarm rate (i.e., the probability of choosing H 1 when H 0 is true). The modified decision rule then consists in choosing H 1 only when the following two conditions are met:
(1)Ĝ det N ∈ D adm (C(θ com )) (2) There does not exist a model G within D adm (C(θ com )) that can explain the data {u(t), y(t) | t = 0, . . . , N − 1} det with a fit similar to the one of the modelĜ det N ∈ D adm (C(θ com )).
The implementation of the modified decision rule is discussed in Appendix 2.
Case study: a continuous stirred tank reactor
The presented performance diagnosis approach is applied to a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR), in which the exothermic reaction A → B occurs. The process dynamics are described by Table 1 . Linearised models of the nonlinear process model (32) obtained for the different operating scenarios. Scenario 1 pertains to a change in the variance of the feed compositionC A,in (defined in terms of a white-noise process with variance σ 2 e ), whereas Scenario 2 pertains to a shift (due to a permanent process disturbance) in the operating point around which (32) 3 ) and the specific heat capacity (J/kgK) of the reaction medium; H denotes the heat of reaction (J/kg); UA denotes the overall heat transfer coefficient (J/sK); T c denotes the temperature of the cooling medium (K); and R denotes the reaction rate defined by
with k 0 , E a , and R being the reaction rate constant (m 3 /kgs), the activation energy (J/mol), and the universal gas constant (J/mol K), respectively (see Russo & Bequette, 1997 for a detailed description of the process model).
The process model (32) has been linearised around its steady state in order to describe the dynamics of the measured process output C A in response to variations in the process input F (feed flow rate) and the process disturbance C A, in (feed composition) around the nominal operating point. The plant model G(z, θ 0 ) and the disturbance model H(z, θ 0 ) obtained for the (desired) nominal operating point are given in Table 1 in terms of the deviation variablesC A ,F , andC A,in . Assuming that the knowledge of the true plant is available, the nominal plant model in Table 1 has been used to design an H ∞ -controller C(θ com ). The performance weight filters in (2) have been selected as
1.2 − 0.99z −1 + 0.51z −2 and W r = diag(0, 1), which allow for defining the measure J uniquely in terms of the sensitivity function (relating v(t) = H 0 (z)e(t) and y(t)).
The weight W l2 has been chosen such that
) at commissioning. The performance of the closed-loop system is assessed in terms of the variance of the output signal. The controller C(θ com ) has been designed such that it leads to a sufficiently small variance of the output signal at commissioning. At the commissioning stage of the controller, the variance of the process output is σ 2 y = 1.47. Next, two cases that pertain to two different operation scenarios of the CSTR are considered to demonstrate the presented experiment design approach for performance diagnosis.
Scenario 1 (changes in characteristics of the feed composition C A, in ).
Scenario 1 corresponds to a change in the variance of the feed composition C A, in , which has undergone a fivefold increase (see Table 1 for the process model under this operation scenario). In real practice, such changes in the feed composition of the reactor often arise from variations in the upstream units of the reactor, and can be regarded as temporary disturbances. The change in characteristics of the disturbance C A, in leads to a significant increase in the variance of the process output (σ 2 y = 4.27), suggesting that the closed-loop performance has deteriorated. Note that since the plant is the same as that under the nominal operation scenario, G 0 still lies in D adm (C(θ com )). Therefore, hypothesis H 0 is the correct hypothesis.
To perform the optimal experiment design procedure, the two-scenario approach presented in Section 3.3 is used to obtain the initial estimates θ init 0,H 0 and θ init 0,H 1 through collecting 1000 samples of {u(t), y(t)} during the routine closedloop operation. The latter plant estimates are used to solve the experiment design problem (31) with the settings listed in Table 2 8 . The designed optimal spectrum r, det is used Figure 4 . Depiction of the identified parameters in Scenario 1 (i.e., G 0 ∈ D adm ) when the designed detection signal is applied to excite the closed-loop system under 500 different noise realisations.
to generate a signal r det of length N = 500 for the performance diagnosis experiment 9 . The signal r det is applied to the closed-loop system made up of the controller C(θ com ) and the true plant (given in Table 1) (C(θ com ) ) and, therefore, the decision rule (11) will lead to the correct decision H 0 in 97% of the cases. Hence, the constraint P r H 0 > α 0 is fulfilled. Table 3 lists the excitation costs J ( r,det , θ 0 ) associated with the optimal excitation spectrum r, det . The excitation cost for detection will be approximately 11% lower when the closed-loop system is excited with the designed signal r det as compared to excitation with an input signal with flat spectrum (m = 0). Note that in this scenario, re- identification of the plant dynamics for redesigning the controller will not be performed, as the observed closed-loop performance drop has originated from (temporary) process disturbances. Scenario 2 (changes in the plant dynamics due to a shift in the operating point).
Scenario 2 corresponds to a shift in the operating point of the reactor, which has arisen from an upset (permanent process disturbance) in the temperature of the cooling medium regulating the reactor temperature. The nonlinear process model (32) has been linearised around the new operating point to obtain the linear plant model given in Table 1 . The closed-loop operation of the controller C(θ com ) (developed at the commissioning) with the new plant leads to higher variance of the process output (σ 2 y = 2.37), which indicates that the closed-loop performance has degraded with respect to the nominal operating conditions. In Scenario 2, J(G 0 , C(θ com ), W l , W r ) > 1 and, therefore, G 0 ∈ D adm (C(θ com )). Hence, H 1 is the correct hypothesis in the decision rule (11).
Similar to Scenario 1, the two-scenario approach is used to obtain the initial estimates θ Table 2 . The optimal power spectrum r, det is used to generate a signal r det for the diagnosis experiment. The signal r det is applied to the loop made up of the controller C(θ com ) and the true plant to collect data for identification of G(θ det N ). The diagnosis experiment has been repeated 500 times with different noise realisations. As shown in Figure 5 , the results of the Monte Carlo simulation indicate that 100% of the identified models G(θ det N ) lie outside the set D adm (C(θ com )) and, therefore, the constraint P r H 1 > α 1 is satisfied.
Since H 1 is chosen in the decision rule (11), a reidentification experiment should follow the diagnosis experiment. This is to obtain a model G(θ id N ) of the true plant to design a new controller C(θ id N ) for restoration of the degraded closed-loop performance. Thus, the spectrum r, id determined together with r, det by the optimal experiment Figure 5 . Depiction of the identified parameters in Scenario 2 (i.e., G 0 / ∈ D adm ) when the designed detection signal is applied to excite the closed-loop system under 500 different noise realizations. design problem (31) is used to excite the closed-loop system. The re-identification signal r id with the optimal power spectrum r, id is applied to the closed-loop system to collect data of length N = 500 for plant re-identification. The re-identified model is then used to redesign the controller based on the weight filters given above. The re-identification experiment (and the subsequent controller redesign) is repeated 500 times under different noise realisations. The results of the Monte Carlo simulation suggest that 100% of the redesigned controllers ensure satisfactory closedloop performance (J (G 0 , C(θ id N ), W l , W r ) ≤ 1), which is higher than the prespecified probability α id = 99.8% (see Figure 6 ). Table 3 indicates that the overall excitation cost J ( r,det , θ 0 ) + J ( r,id , θ 0 ) with the designed signals is smaller than the case in which the diagnosis and reidentification experiment designs are performed independently using signals with a flat spectrum (m = 0). The unified experiment design framework reduces the overall excitation cost by approximately 13%.
Conclusions
A methodology is developed to address the problem of the closed-loop performance diagnosis. The proposed methodology uses the closed-loop system identification to detect whether an observed performance drop is due to changes in the plant dynamics or due to variations in disturbance characteristics. An experiment design framework is presented for optimal design of the excitation signal used for performance diagnosis, taking into account that a re-identification experiment can follow the diagnosis experiment. The experiment design framework minimises the overall excitation cost incurred for performance diagnosis and plant reidentification, while achieving a desired diagnosis accuracy and a predetermined accuracy for the to-be-re-identified model. The application of the presented framework to a CSTR demonstrates the capability of the performance diagnosis approach in detecting the cause of an observed closed-loop performance drop under fairly realistic (nonlinear) process settings.
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where (·) * denotes the conjugate transpose. The remainder of the proof is similar to that given in Bombois, Gevers, Scorletti, and Anderson (2001) .
Appendix 2. Modified decision rule
Suppose that the modelĜ det N identified using data of the performance diagnosis experiment lies outside D adm (C(θ com )) (J (Ĝ det N , C(θ com ), W l , W r ) > 1). In the modified decision rule, the aim is to verify that there does not exist a model G(z, θ) ∈ D adm (C(θ com )) that can describe the data {u(t), y(t) | t = 0, . . . , N − 1} det with a fit similar to the one of the modelĜ det N . The identification cost function V(θ ) (see (6)) computed with the data {u(t), y(t) | t = 0, . . . , N − 1} det can be used to verify if all transfer functions G(z, θ * ) ∈ D adm (C(θ com )) fulfil
for some (large) value κ. The condition (A10) can be verified using a Taylor expansion around θ 0 , where the expected value of V(θ) for a given θ is approximated by Hjalmarsson (2009) EV ( 
Note the similarity of (A15) to the constraint (29) of the experiment design problem. It follows from Appendix A that (A15) can be verified in terms of a convex feasibility problem. The largest value of κ (or α κ ), for which (A15) holds, can be determined using a set of linear matrix inequalities.
